
Ibbaka Launches Design Thinking Open
Competency Model

Ibbaka Powers Growth

This new open competency model

enables companies to accelerate their

design thinking initiatives

VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA,

CANADA, June 8, 2021

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Companies are

struggling to adopt Design Thinking.

Ibbaka has designed an open

competency model for design thinking

to help companies understand the

skills and capabilities that they need.

Competency models accelerate and

give direction to efforts to build and

apply the new capabilities needed to

drive growth.

“With a competency model,

organizations can answer critical

business questions around skill gaps.”

says Steven Forth, co-founder at

Ibbaka. “Open competency models provide a quick way for organizations to adopt and

customize a competency model for their needs.”

Design thinking has emerged as a standard process for innovation and solving customer

problems. It has been adopted by leading brands across the globe. 

Ibbaka has brought together expertise from this community and its own experience applying

design thinking with its customers to develop an Open Competency Model for Design Thinking.

This model is offered under a Creative Commons license lowers barriers to adoption for

organizations applying design thinking.

“By offering its competency models in an open format, Ibbaka is showing its leadership and

commitment to the building of a larger community of expertise. I like how this allows

http://www.einpresswire.com


organizations to innovate around skills and competencies.” says Jennifer Rogers, a well-known

advisor on advanced talent and learning technology applications.

“This is a great example of the future of competency models and applications with a more open

and collaborative approach.” adds Chuck Hamilton, CLO at MeetAmi and former Global

Mentoring Leader at IBM. “Design thinking is a good example of an area in need of this open

approach, especially as companies consider their future of work initiatives.”

Available Now 

The Open Competency Model for Design Thinking is available from the Ibbaka website.

(https://www.ibbaka.com/why-open-competency-models).

About Ibbaka Performance

Ibbaka (https://www.ibbaka.com) provides software platforms and expertise to help companies

power growth. Ibbaka connects insight to value. Ibbaka customers benefit from better strategic

decisions to accelerate growth. Ibbaka gives deep insight into the skills and competencies

needed to deliver growth.
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